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To: Rex Harvey 
From: Al Sheahen 

Fax: 1-216-531-0038 

Rex: Following are two pages from a guy in Denmark 
questioning one of our formulas re age-grading. 

Do you want to check it and reply to him? If so, send 
me a copy. 

Thanks, 
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lt15 JAAII' Computer Formula 
The 1915 IAAF scoring tables are senerated by tho following mathematical fonnulas. 

Rumina Bwatl: Points • a ( b • Performanco )"o 
JumpiDa aad 1hrowina Bwnta: PoiJitl - • ( Performanco • b )"a !j;) 
WOMBN: ~lf}Z.~I:!> 

60m a-46.0849 b=13s c-1.81 . 
lOOm a=-17.8.57 b=lls c-1.11 
200m a=4.99087 -~s c=l.ll 
lOOm ~.11193 6=25qs c=I.I! ~ w re t:J ,v o-
60mhurdle a•20.0479 b-17s c=l.83.5 
100m hurdle a•9.23076 b=~6.7s c-1.83.5 ~ ---- -·-

hip jump a•1.84.523 b=7Scm c=l.341 
lonaJump a=.188807 b=210cm c=l.41 
shot put a=-.56.0211 b=l.Sm c-1.05 
discuJ a=l2.3311 b-3m c=l.lO 
hammer a=17.5458 b-6m c-1.05 
jawlin a=lS.9803 b=3.8m c=l.04 

MEN: 
60m a=-.58.01.5 b=ll.5s c-1.81 
lOOm a=2S.4347 b•18s c=1.81 
200m a•5.8425 b-38s c-1.81 
300m a•2.S8S03 b-60.11 c-1.81 
400m . a•l.S377S b-821 c=-1.81 
lOOOm a-.01713 b=30S.Ss c=l.IS 
ISOOm a=.03768 b-480. c=1.8S 
601Uhurdlo a-20.5173 b-15.51 c-1.92 
110m hurdle a•S.74352 b:--21.51 c-1.92 
hiahJump a=.846.5 b="cm c•l.42 
pole vault a=.2797 b=lOOcm c-1.35 
looajump a•.143.54 b=220cm c=-1.40 

--- ~~ a=.51.39 b=l.Sm c=l.OS 
dilcus a=-12.91 b=4m c-1.10 
hammer a=l3.0449 b=7m c-1.0.5 
jawlia a=-10.14 b=7m c=l.08 

'. 52 
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AGE BEFORE BEAUTY 

Willie Loedolff 

The majority of runners take part in race after race~ heaven 
knows for what reason~ for they never win a race and finish 
somewhere in the field where the more popular runners usually 
spend most of their time. Those runners are the backbone of 
road running and they are the very people who like to share 
their good times on the road with fellow runners and compare 
their own performances with due modesty against previous good 
performances. 

To many runners the only basis of comparison is race time. 
This can be misleading as the runner's time at altitude on a 
hot summer's day over·a hilly and difficult course will not be 
nearly as impressive as his time at the coast on a cool spring 
morning over a flat and fast course. To others overall placing 
is what counts. Again this is not satisfactory because 
finishing 100th in a field of 150 doesn't sound half as good 
as being placed 100th in a field of 1500. It doesn't help very 
much to argue that you would have beaten those young runners 
if only you were 30 years younger~ for there is no way of 
proving that you actually could have done it. Or is there ? 

YesJ there is some sort of a method that appears to work well. 
It is possible to monitor your pe!formance and progress by 
converting your race time to a constant which allows for age 
and gender. Thereby the playing field is levelled to some 
extent giving all runners an equal chance. 

In its simplest 
performance index 
equation: 

form it starts 
(PI) for the 

with the 
race by 

calculation of your 
means of a simple 

PI= Tw/TrJ where TN= Winner's time~ and Tr =runner's time. 

This calculation is easy as pie with a scientific calculator 
but race times can quite easily be converted to seconds for 
use in the equation. In this form age is not taken into 
accountJ but it is already a useful tool to keep track of your 
progress from race to race and from season to season~ and even 
to check your level of fitness. 

To compare your own results with those of runners of other 
ages or genderJ you would need a suitable age handicap which 
sounds much more impressive if called an ~e index. The age 
indices in the accompanying Table of Age Indices are based on 
record performances at all ages where age records were 
available. They can be accepted as realistic except perhaps 
fo1· the youngsters from 13 to 18 and the antiques over 75 
where reliable information is rather scarce. 

To compare performances the following input is required: 

-Winner's time~ age and genderi 
-Runner's timeJ age and gender. 
- Age indices 
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Then: 

Calculate winner's adjusted time Twa by multiplying 
his winning time Tw with his age index Fw (from table); 

-Calculate runner's adjusted time Tra by multiplying his 
his race time Tr with his age index Fr (from table); 

-Calculate runner's performance points Pr by dividing 
Twa by Tra and multiplying the result with 100. 

In equation form: 

Tw x Fw 
Tr x Fr 

Twa = 
Tra = 
Pr = 100 x Twa/Tra 

The system is best illustrated by the following example: 

In the very difficult Baviaanspoort 21~1 km race of 7 January 
1995 the winner was a wellknown •ale runner ~ed 22 with a 
winning time of 1:08:50. In the same race Carel van Nyk at the 
~e of 59 finished the race in a time of 1:24:57 and Coralyn 
Griffith~ ~ed 26~ finished ahead of Carel in a time of 
1:23:57. In the race Coralyn ran the old man into the ground. 
And what a joy to watch beauty in action. But did she prove 
that a fit and beautiful young fem~le runner is better than an 
old male bugger who thinks he is still fit enough to tackle 
the younger generation ? Let's check: 

For the winner: 

For Carel: 

Carel's points: 

For Cora 1 vn : 

Coralyn's points: 

Tw = 1:08:50; Fw = 0~975 

Twa = 1:08:50 x 0~975 = 1:07:06 

Tr = 1:24:57; Fr = 0~830 
Tra = 1:24:57 x 0~830 = 1:10:31 

Pr = 100 x Twa/Tra 
= 100 X 1:07:06/1:10:31 = 95.2 

Tr = 1 :23:56; Fl' = 0~ 890 

Tra = 1:23:56 x 0~890 = 1:14:42 

Pr = 100 x Twa/Tra 
= 100 X 1:07:06/1:14:42 = 89.8 

See what I mean ? 
beauty. 

This is plainly a case of age before 

The complete exercise was carried out for all members of the 
club and from the race results it was possible to compile a 
ranking list which takes age and gender into consideration for 
all the members who participated. 

In the same way an overall ranking 
be compiled for all club members 

list for half marathons can 
based on best performance 
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points in all 21~1 km races. The exercise can further be 
extended to all race distances and to finally compile an 
overall ranking list for all club members based on best 
performance points for all race distances. That is what the 
Hagnolia running club with membership of some 400 runners has 
done on an experimental basis over the past two years and it 
seems to work well. 

In the process it may be noticed that some runners who end up 
high on the ranking list for the shorter races do not 
necessarily end up high in the ranking list for the very long 
races. The overall ranking list for the club based on all race 
distances therefore gives credit to every runner for the 
distance most suited to the genes he inherited. As it is based 
on best performance irrespective of distance nobody can point 
an accusing finger and say that your club only caters for 
marathon and ultra-distance runners. 

If you happen to be in the VOS age bracket maybe you will have 
the satisfaction to prove to yourself and other sceptics that 
age before beauty is not just a show of respect to the aged 
and that you are still well enough equipped to catch that 
beaut~ well if not on the road then at least on paper. Let us 
hope you are not too old to know what to do if you do catch 
her on the road. 



AGE HALE 

13 o~ 775 
14 0~800 
15 0~825 
16 0~850 
17 0~875 
18 0~900 
19 0~923 
20 0~944 
21 0~961 
22 0~975 
23 0~986 
24 0~994 
25 0~998 
26 1~ 000 
27 1~ 000 
28 1~000 
29 1~ 000 
30 1~ 000 
31 0~999 
32 0~998 
33 0~996 
34 O~ 994 
35 0~991 
36 0~988 
37 0, 985 
38 0~981 
39 0~976 
40 0~ 971 
41 0~966 
42 0,960 
43 0,954 
44 O~ 947 
45 0~939 
46 0~932 
47 O~ 924 
48 0~917 
49 0~909 
50 0~902 
51 0~894 

AGE INDICES 

FEHALE 

0~690 
O~ 712 
0, 734 
o~ 757 
0, 779 
0,801 
0~821 
0,840 
0,855 
0~868 
0,878 
0~885 
0~888 
0~890 
0~890 
0~890 
0~890 
0~890 
0~889 
0~888 
0~887 
0,885 
0~882 
0~879 
0~876 
0,873 
0~869 
0,864 
0~860 
0~854 
0~849 
0~843 
0~836 
0~829 
0,822 
0~816 
0,809 
0,803 
o~ 796 
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(Revision 6~ 12 Harch 1995) 

AGE HALE 

52 0,886 
53 0, 879 
54 0, 871 
55 0,864 
56 0~856 
57 0, 848 
58 0~839 
59 0~830 
60 0,820 
61 0,811 
62 0~800 
63 o~ 789 
64 0, 778 
65 0, 766 
66 0,754 
67 o~ 742 
so o~ 729 
69 0, 715 
70 o~ 702 
71 0, 687 
72 0~673 
73 (1,658 
74 O~ 642 
75 0,626 
76 0~610 
77 0~594 
78 o~ 577 
79 0~561 
80 0~545 
81 0~529 
82 0,513 
83 0,496 
84 0~480 
85 0~464 
86 0~448 
87 0,432 
88 0~415 
89 0~399 
90 0,383 

FE HALE 

0, 789 
a~ 782 
0, 775 . 
0, 769 
o~ 762 
o~ 755 
o~ 747 
o~ 739 
0, 730 
0, 721 
0, 712 
0, 702 
0,692 
0~682 
0, 671 
0,660 
0,649 
0,637 
0~625 
0~612 
0~599 
0,586 
0,572 
0,557 
0~543 
0,529 
0,514 
0~499 
0,485 
0~471 
0~457 
0,442 
0,427 
0~413 
0,399 
0~385 
0,370 
0~355 
0~341 

4 

The age indices are based on record performances for all ages 
where records were available. From the results of world records 
for various distances it appears that the male-female ratio varies 
from 0,8787 to 0~9014 for races between 1 km and 42~2 km with an 
average of 0~890. If the Comrades Harathon (90 km, South Africa) 
is also taken into consideration, the figure will not change 
significantly. The ratio of 0,890 has been accepted for this 
rev1s1on and will be used until new information, which may 
indicate further revisions~ becomes available. 
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AGE GBADJNG 

Road running is a sport for all seasons with runners of ages 
from 15 to 90 participating in races over distances from 10 km 
to 180 km. Naturally the 28 to 35 year olds have the best 
chance to break the tape first. If performance is evaluated 
only according to the best times achieved in the race~ it 
simply follows that the very young and the old have no chance 
at all while their relative efforts might be the same as~ or 
even better than those of the winner's. 

So far the existence of the more mature runners have been 
recognised~ sometimes reluctantly~ by categorising them in age 
categories as veterans (40 to 49)~ masters (50 to 59)~ grand
masters (80 to whatever age any runner would care to 
participate)~ and juniors for ages up to 19. Typically the 
juniors and the veterans and older runners represent about 30% 
of fields which are in many oases well over 1000~ which is 
common for most races in South Africa. FurtherJ in every age 
category~ the younger runners in the group have a distinct 
advantage over the older ones. It therefore follows that with 
the present system~ a large number of runners never get the 
recognition they deserve. 

There is only one way to solve this problem and that is to 
apply an index to each year of age! The main problem with this 
idea is that different people age at different rates and there 
is no scientific way to calculate such indices. The only way 
out is to base such indices on the statistics of best known 
performances at each age~ and to develop a method to determine 
the indices empirically. 

Since I started competitive running at the age of 58 in 1983~ 
over all distances from 800 m to 90 km I used to monitor my 
performances from ·race to race by using a very simple but 
practical method where I oalcLllated~ what I prefer to call the 
Performance Index (PI)~ for each race. The performance index 
is simply stated as: 

PI = Tw/To 

where: PI = performance index 
Tw =winner's race time 
To= competitor's race time 

Example: Winner's time Tw = 1:04:35 
Competitor's time To = 1:29:48 
PI= 1:04:35/1:29:48 = 0.7195 

This simple formula works for all races irrespective of 
distance~ gradients~ weather conditions and everything that 
could affect race times. Needless to say that the results are 
more reliable in top class races where you can compare your 
performance with that of top runners in the country. The PI is 
a very useful tool which can be applied to various aspects of 
road running~ and amongst others I used it to develop a series 
of age indices. 
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At an early stage in 1983 I came across an article: "Is Old 
Age Creeping up on You as Well?" by Prof Tim Noakes~ in SA 
Runner of Harch 1983 (copy included as Annexure 1) which 
raised my interest. His article~ being scientific and 
technically beyond any criticism~ appeared to be a bit 
difficult for me as a layman to convert into a simple formula. 
However~ with the availability of age records for certain 
races it was clear that it must be possible to establish age 
indices by means of performance indices where Tw is the 
overall record for the specific distance and To is the record 
for each age. In correspondence with Prof Tim Noakes he agreed 
in principle and later touched on the subject in his wellknown 
and most authoritative book on road running that exists~ Lore 
of Running»:. (An extract of the relevant part is included for 
information as Annexure 2). 

Since that time I have collected and sifted data and applied 
the PI method to establish indices for all ages. To arrive at 
realistic values the best available indices for various race 
distances were plotted against age to represent the values 
graphically. Naturally there was a scatter of plot points but 
by drawing a smooth line through the best PI's~ the form of 
the curve was established. To read off interpolated values 
accurately from the curve proved somewhat difficult and so a 
series of parabolic curves which run through the best points 
were developed. The curves were updated from time to time 
during the last ten years as further information became 
available. At this stage the table and curve included as 
Annexures 3 and 4 can be regarded as realistic~ even for the 
ages from 13 to 18 and over 80 which are based on simple 
linear extrapolation because of lack of information. The 
section 65 to 80 may also need further ongoing attention as 
best performances at present are most likely to improve in 
future. 

The curves have been developed for the male runners where a 
reasonable number of age records were available .• In the senior 
category the male and female records over several race 
distances point to a male:female ratio of something between 
0,8787 and 0,9014, with an average of 0~890 for ten race 
distances from 1 km to 42,2 km. There is no definite 
predictable pattern in the ratios for the various distances 
which could show that the ratio varies directly with distance. 
In fact the highest ratios of 0,901 and 0,9014 appear at 1,5 
km and at 42~2 km, while the lowest figures of 0,8787 to 
0,8794 are at 5 to 21,1 km. This must be ascribed to the fact 
that the full potential of female runners have not been 
reached in longer race distances which perhaps may have not 
been too popular in the past. At this stage the ratio of 0,890 
may be used with confidence until new information indicates 
that revision is necessary. As a matter of fact it is to be 
expected that the figure of 0,890 will rise within the next 
five to ten years. As records for the older female runners are 
scarce at this stage, the factor of 0,890 is applied in the 
mean time for all ages. These statements may be debatable but 
will have to be accepted until proved inaccurate, and until 
new records are established. 
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FurtherJ it is impossible to arrive at exact age indices based 
on a scientific approach and together with the different rates 
of aging it is a case of hair splitting to quote indices to 
four decimal places. For that reason the tables and curves in 
Annexures 3 and 4 represent figures rounded off to the third 
decimal place. 

These indices are applied to all race distances. This can be 
criticised but it must be remembered that certain runners are 
better equipped to run the longer distances and will score 
better in the longer racesJ while those who excell only in the 
shorter distances will likewise score better in the shorter 
races. Thus runners in all distances will have the same 
advantage and nobody will be favoured unfairly. FurtherJ as 
the calculation of indices is not an exact science as 
mentioned before, the aim was to obtain a set of age indices 
which is realistic and acceptable universally. I believe the 
table in Annexure 3 is as close to that ideal as possible at 
this stage. 

Once the age indices have been establishedJ it is quite simple 
to determine a runner's real performance in terms of race 
time: just multiply the competitor's race time with his age 
index and you have his handicapped time. Everybody starts at 
the same time and when the results are fed into the computer 
together with the age and sexJ the position on handicap can be 
calculated without any waste of tim~. 

COHPARISON #liTH #lAVA STANDARDS 

At the moment the only system of age grading used elsewhere is 
that of the World Association of Veteran Athletes (WAVA). They 
have done important pioneering work and must be commended on a 
job well done. It does not mean that one has to accept blindly 
that every figure they propose will be the correct figure. I 
therefore take the liberty to comment on the WAVA table 
(Annexure 5)J which has come to my noticeJ without trying to 
detract from the great work they have done. I base my comments 
on the assumption that they apply their Age-graded Scoring 
Factors in the same way as I doJ that is by multiplying the 
competitor's time by the applicable listed factor to obtain 
the handicapped time. The WAVA factors and my own indices are 
represented on the enclosed comparative curves Annexure 6). 

1. The WAVA factors are presented to four decimal places. As 
mentioned beforeJ this is not an exact science and working to 
four decimal places could be seen as unnecessary refinement. 

2. The WAVA factors start at the age 
happens below that age? Hy conclusionJ 
necessarily correct, is that the factor 
OJ9724 for the 35-year old to 1JOOO for 
younger. This does not sound correct. 

of 35 years. What 
which might not be 
for men jumps from 
the 34-year old and 

3. The factors for males aged 35 to 65 are too lenient and 
will give results which favour the competitors unfairly. 
Similarly the factors for ages 65 to 90 are too harsh. 
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4. According to the heading of the WAVA table the female to 
male equivalent is based on a conversion factor of 0?901. If I 
understand it correctly then there is an anomaly in the table 
itself where the male/female ratio varies from 0~997 to 0?916. 

5. The WAVA factors only apply to distances from 5 km to 25 
km. What are we to do about the longer distances? In my own 
case I have tried to arrive at a set of indices applicable to 
all distances. While some people will not agree~ the table in 
Annexure 3 is in fact quite representative of all race 
distances as the figures are based on records for all 
distances. It must be emphasized that the whole process of age 
grading? though it may to a certain extent be predictable 
medicallyJ cannot be easily converted to figures by any 
scientific formula and that any set of figures must rely 
heavily on record performancesJ irrespective of distance. 

With my own experience of road 
and 60J I believe that the 
attached curves and tables are 
to the benefit of all runners. 

G W LOEDOLFF 

running in age groups over 50 
indices as reflected on the 

realistic and could be adopted 



AGE HALE 

13 D~ 775 
14 0~800 
15 0~825 
16 0~850 
17 0~875 
18 0~900 
19 0~923 
20 0~944 
21 o~ 961 
22 0~975 
23 0~986 
24 0~994 
25 0~998 
26 1~ 000 
27 1~ 000 
28 1~ 000 
29 1~ 000 
30 1~000 
31 O~ 999 
32 0~998 
33 0~996 
34 0~994 
35 0~991 
36 0~988 
37 o~ 985 
38 0~981 
39 0~976 
40 D~ 971 
41 0~966 
42 0~960 
43 0~954 
44 O~ 947 
45 0~939 
46 0~932 
47 o~ 924 
48 0~917 
49 0~909 
50 0~902 
51 O~ 894 

ANNEXURE 3 
AGE INDICES 

FEHALE 

0~690 
O~ 712 
0~734 
O~ 757 
O~ 779 
0~801 
0~821 
0~840 
0,855 
0~868 
0~878 
0~885 
0~888 
0~890 
0~890 
0~890 
0~890 
0~890 
0~889 
0~888 
0~887 
0~885 
0~882 
0~879 
0~876 
O~ 873 
0,869 
0~864 
0~860 
0~854 
0~849 
0~843 
0~836 
0,829 
0,822 
0~816 
0~809 
0~803 
0, 796 
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(Revision 6~ 12 Harch 1995) 

AGE HALE 

52 0,886 
53 0, 879 
54 0, 871 
55 0,864 
56 0~856 
57 O~ 848 
58 0,839 
59 0,830 
60 0,820 
61 0, 811 
62 0,800 
63 0,789 
64 o~ 778 
65 0, 766 
66 0,754 
67 0, 742 
68 0, 729 
69 0, 715 
70 0, 702 
71 D~ 687 
72 O~ 673 
73 0"~658 
74 0, 642 
75 0,626 
76 0,610 
77 0,594 
78 0~577 
79 0, 561 
80 0,545 
81 0,529 
82 0,513 
83 0~496 
84 0,480 
85 0~464 
86 0~448 
87 o~ 432 
88 0,415 
89 0~399 
90 0~383 

FE HALE 

0,789 
0, 782 
0, 775 
0,769 
0, 762 
0, 755 
0, 747 
0, 739 
0,730 
0, 721 
0, 712 
0, 702 
0,692 
0,682 
0,671 
0,660 
0,649 
0,637 
0,625 
0,612 
0,599 
0,586 
0,572 
0~557 
0,543 
0,529 
0~514 
0,499 
0,485 
0,471 
0, 457. 
0,442 
0,427 
0~413 
0~399 
0,385 
0,370 
0,355 
0,341 

5 

The age indices are based on record performances for all ages. 
From the results of world records for various distances it 
appears that the male-female ratio varies from 0~8787 to 
0,9014 for races between 1 km and 42~2 km. The average of ten 
race distances was calculated and the ratio 0.890 thus 
obtained appears to be realistic and will be used as above 
un ti 1 proven wrong by new information. 
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0. year, whereas m the m<srathon the rate 
of decline was only 0,06 metres per sec
ond per year. Moore concluded that this 
indicates that strength deteriorates rather 
more quickly with age than does SPeed. 
Of additional interest was his finding that 
the rate of speed deterioration with age 
In the marathon (0,06 metres per second 
per year) is equivalent to a performance 

'. . , . 
) . ' .. 

r:.. 4ll .. ? ~ 
' . :'· 

~ . . 

·l 
i 

These rough results in Table 1 seem to 
indicate that from age 23 to age 40, the 
percentage fall-off in running perform
ance is minimal ( ±2 %) but thereafter In
creases to average about 6 % per deCade. 
Again one should remember that this 
6 % reduction· in performance is almost 

Is old age creepingde~!!~'!'!!~u:r' .. 'a~;~;:~/1?:~: 
Even If I were to be granted an extension frlr goad service, I cannot reasonably or more than twice that calculated by , 
expect to outlive the biblical three score and ten years. So the reality Is that lam Bottiger for the cross-country skiers. 
rapidly appmaching life's half-way mark 1nd will within 16 months, join the ranks Could it be that running is associated 
of the mlddle-sget/.. So as I prepare to bid farewell to my youth, ills time to like with a more rapid decline in perform-
stock. To consider how the advance of years is likely to '"ect my future running ance with age than is skiing? 
performance. How can /, and indeed all us sging runners, expect to perform In Of course something that neither 
IJJe future years? Moore's nor indeed Bottiger's data can 

allow for is the fact that., as people get 
older. t~tend to train le~? and com-

One of the first scientists to ponder this 
question was Professor L E Bottiger of 
Stockholm's famous Karolinska Hospital, 
headquarters for the annual Nobel 
awards. For his study, Bottiger1 collected 
the results of the 1972 LidingO 30km 
and the 1971 Vasa 87km cross-country 
ski races and analysed the average time 
that successive five-year age-groups took 
to complete the races. (Note: Road run
ning and cross country skiing times are 
almost the same for races of equal 
length). He found that the skiers in the 
age group 26-31 years had the fastest 
average time for the shorter race and, for 
the longer race. the fastest were those 
aged between 31-36 years. After those 

· ages, the average times for each succes
sive 5 year age-groups rose in an identi
cal, almost linear fashion, equivalent to a 
slowing in skiing .. speed of about six per
cent for every ten years. In the 30km 
race this was equivalent to a slowing of 
about 9! minutes for each decade after 
age 26; in the longer race of about 21 ! 
minutes per decade after age 31. 

This study was foUowed by that of 
. Dan Moore2 of Livermore, California. 
.• Moore analysed the .world track and 

• 
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marathon records· for each 1 year age 
group from 18 to 78, and plotted the 
speed of each record against the age at 
which it was set. He found that. in gen
eral, speed improves up to the age of 20 
and deteriorates after age 30. He also 
showed that for all events, the age of 
maximum performance increases with 
increasing distance· so that the sprint re
cords are held by men in their early 
twenties, wherea£ the sl!lr.dard mar
athon record was .held (then) by a 26-
year-old (Derek Clayton). Another inter
esting observation was that the rate of 
decline In speed after age 30 was greater 
the shorter the distance. Thus, at age 50. 
speed in the 200m sprint was slowing at 
a rate of 0,09 metres per second per 

Table 1 

pete less seriously_J}t_uuh.e_@lL.i!L~ 
~rent in both these studies 
_1s not only d~:~~-~~~.i~~Ji~ui:.~ISQ.-due _lo@·td. 
~~ __ qf_r~duce_q_ ~i~i.n_~~nd de-/T'vf!) 
creased racing motivation. Fortunately 
Though,--,t,~ Master''S'-movement has 
gone a long way to changing all that. 
The result has been that more people 
over 40, including some outstanding ath
letes, are now training and competing as 
ferociously as ever they did ·in their 
"youtit". The past 7 yeai5 has seen 
many Master's records re-written so that 
Moore's 1975 data are now obsolete. Al
though I am still awaiting receipt of the 
most recent world-age records for the 
marathon, some that I do have are listed 
in Table 1 and have been used to up
date Moore's 1975 graph !Figure 1). 

World Standard Marathon Records at four different ages 

% 
% Fafi-off 

Athlete Age Time Fall-off per decade 
Hr:Min (vs Salazar) (vs Sslazar) 

Alberto Salazar 23 • 2:08 
. Jack Foster 40 2:11 2 1 ·er Alex Ratelle 56· 2:30 17 6 
~Davies 62 2:42 27 6 
.,; ·:: 
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duced training. lessened motivation and 
one additional hidden factor not yet 
mentioned. At age 23, Jack Foster. Dr 
Alex Ratelle and Clive Davies may not 
have been as physiologically-gifted for 
running as was Salazar at that age. Thus 
it may be incorrect to compare their per-

~rmances in later life with Salazar's. 
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Despite these limitations. Figure 1 has 
been drawn to show what has happened 
with the world age records since 1975. 

{ l that figure, the 1975 lines for the · 
\...loom world record (upper graph) and 

standard marathon world records (lower 
graph) come from Moore's data. The 
1981 ftnes have been drawn in to in
clude the 200m world record _perform
ance of our owr1 Or Fred Reid of Johan
nesburg (please note that the 1981 curve 
for the 200m is slightly erroneous. Dr 
Reid's record is not quite as good as it 
appears on this graph) and those of Fos
ter, Ratelle and Davies in the marathon. 
These new lines show that both curves 
faU less steeply with advancing age; a 
change that is almost certainly due to the 
increased opportunity ar.d motivation for 
older athletes to compete. 

What does this graph indicate? Jt sug
gests that after age 40 we can expect our 
marathon times to deteriorate by about 
6 % per decade. This means that my 
best marathon of 2:50 at age 30 which 
will have weakened to 2:53 by age 40, 
will, God willing. slip to a 3:03 by age 
50, a 3:14 by age 60, and a 3:25 by age 
70; figures that can hardly be descrjbed 
as alarming. Indeed they are very len-

ASKS TIM NOAKES 

couraging, and another good reason to 
keep running past middle-age. 

Finally. what about the Comrades 
Marathon? ,How does age affect per
formance in ultra-marathon races like the 
Comrades? To my knowledge, no one 
has attempted to amwer that question 
and as a first step, I have drawn up a 
tentative listing of what seem to me to be 
the age-records f01 the "up" and 
"down" Comrades Marathons. (Tables 
2 and 3). I invite readers to check the 
lists and inform me of any errors by writ
ing to me at the UCT Medical School, 
012,servatory, 7925. Please noteuth~t _the 
recor~ are jud~ as speed• not 
time;:· Thus it is possible that some.will 
feel1hey have run fas_ter times than those 
listed. However, only by expressing the 
result as a speed, thereby correcting for 
the different race distances. (see note at 
bottom of each table) wiU it become 
clear whether any particular perform
ance was, in fact, a record. • ,. 

For example, check ages 34 and 40 
for the 'down' comrades (Table 3). At 
both those ages, runners with the fastest 
times had not run the fastest speeds for 
those ages. 

Once these lists have been checked 
they will be analysed by the same meth
ods used by Bottiger and Moore to de
termine the rate of. performance decline 
with age in the Comrades. 

In the interim these lists can serve as 
an additional incentive for runners pre
paring for the Com~ades. As is apparent 
from the lists, there are many years for 
which the records are probably less than 
excellent. 
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leal Joumol 1973. !t270-271. 

2. Moore D H., "A study of age group track 
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speed", ~ature, 1975, 253:264-265. · · 
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The effects of age on athletic performance 
· Another interestinq insight that a ~tu~y of world reco;ds allows, is of the effects of ~ge on human 

performance capac1ty. The first sc1ent1st to suggest th1s use of athletic records was Professor L. E. 
Bottiger of Stockholm's Karolinska Hospital (Bottiger, 1971; 1973). 

By study.ing the avcra~c finishing times of competitors of different ages in a 30 kin cross
country runmng race and m the 90 km Vasa cross-country ski race, he showed that the fastest 

· runners in the shorter race were aged 26-30 years, whereas the bes.t performers in the long~r race 
were 31-36 years. After these ages, performances fell uniformly 5-1.0% per decade. . 

A similar study was carried out by Dan Moore (1975) of the Lawrence Livermore Laboratory 
in California. He plotted the 1974 world age records for the 200 m and standard marathon and 
noted that performance in these races reacher.! a peak in the age ranges 20-30 years. Thereafter, 
performance in both races fell quite steeply but the decrease in speed was greater in sprint than in 
distance running. This suggests that speed deteriorates fas~er than endurance with increasing age. 
The reduction in speed with age was 6,9% and 10% per successive dc~:::.de after age 30 in sprinting, 
and 4,8 and 8% per successive decade in marathon running. 

I have subsequently plotted the more recent (1983) world stand:?.:-d marathon age records and 
compared these with the current age records for the up-Comrades Marathon (Hgure 9.10) and 
come up with similar results. 

350 

Male 88 Km "Up" 
Com-ades Maratncn 

0 ------. 
m ro ~ ~ 50 oo ro ~ oo ~ 

AGE 

Figure 9.10 Plot of age records for the male 42,2 km World (B) and 88-90 km Comrades Marathon (C) records 

Figure 9.10 shows that peak performance in both races occurs in the range 6f23-30 years, and 
that after the age of about 40 years, there is an almost linear and parallel decline in performance in 
both races. The slope of the fall in performance with age is quite similar to the curve describing th~ 
reduction in vo2 max. with age. . . . 

When Willie .Lo.edolff from Brooklvn. Pretoria noted this regular predictable decline in 
runnmg performance with age, he suggested that this could be used as a system for. age 
handicapping in long distance races. 

If we take the curves for the world age records for the sta:1dard 42 km and Comrades 
Marathons, we see that the peak performance in each race is achieved at ages 25 and 26 
respectively. This performance then becomes the stand.ard for that race. Equivalent relative 
performances at different ages is calculated by dividing the time (in seconds) of the standard 
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:performance into the time (in seconds) of the records at all other ages. Thus the world marathon · 
record at age 25 is 02:08:13 (7 963 seconds) and that at age 95 is 06:42:10 (24 130 seconds). Thus.' 
the relative performance of the 95 year old record is (7 963/24 130) which equals 0,33. Using this 
idea to calculate the relative performance at all ages allov;s us to draw Figure 9.11. 
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Figure 9.11 Plot of relati1•c performance at different ages in the 42,2 km and Comrades Marathons 

·Note that Figure 9.11 includes only the best age records at both these distances. This can be 
justified on the assumption that the best records are set by the athletes who come closest to the 
physiological limits set by their age and that the weaker records are :;ot representative of the true 
physiological limits at that age. For example, the fastest 1:unners at those ages may either be less 
gifted, that is they might have disproportionately lower V02 max. values than runners at other 
ages, or they may not train as hard. 

The curves in Figure 9.11 show that relative performances in the s:andard marathon are better 
than they are in the Comrades, particularly bet\•.een ages 40-66. Tr.ccc;:.ftcr the lines are almost 
parallel. Either performance falls off more precipii:ously in ultra-dista::ce races than it does in the 
standard marathon; or, more likely, the Comrades Ivfarathon age records are 'soft' when compared 
with world· marathon records. The athletes com;;:.::~ ::1g in the Comrades Marathon are relatively 
few in number and come from only cne country, h:1:.:rcas many thcusandfold more compete in 
standard marathons and they come f:·c;n very many difTacnt nations. 

From these figures we can draw up a table of re!at:v~ performances for different ages at the 
standard and Comrades Marathon distances (Ta!J!:: D.·n. 
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Table 9.1- Equivalent relative performances for 5-year age groups in the 42,2 km stand.ard 
· and 90 km Comrades Marathons 

Age 12 km Standard 90 km Comrades 
Marathon Marathon 

15-20 0,82-0,96 0,78-0,95 
21-25 0,97-1,00 0,97-1,00 
26-30 1,00-0,99 .. 1,00-0,9_8 
31-35 0,99-0,99 0,98-0,96' 
36-40 0,99-0,98 0,96-0,94 
41-45 0,98-0,95 0,93-0,90 
46-50 0,94-0,92 0,89-0,85 
51-55 0,91-0,88 0,84-0,80 
56-60 0,87-0,84 0,79-0,74 
61-65 0,83-0,79 0,72-0,66 
66-70 0,78-0,71 0,64-0,58 
71-75 0,69-0,62 0,56-0,50 
76-80 0,60-0,5·} 0,49-0,42 
81-'85 0,53-0,47 0,41-0,33 
86-90 0,45-0,39 0,32-0,26 
91-95 0,37-0,31 

96-100 0,30-0,25 

The::; figures can then be used as an age handicapping system in marathon and ultra-marathon 
races. For example, if the winner in a particular standard n·.arathon race is 25-30 years old and 
runs a time of02:20:00, then his time (8 400 seconds) is taken ~s the reference standard. If a 100 
year n!d runner competed in the same race his performance relative to that of the winner should be 
0,25; :tt is he should take (1/0,25) or four times as long (33 GOO seconds= 09:20:00) to run the 
race. Thus if our centanarian completed the race quicker than 09:20:00, his performance would 
have been statistically better than that of the winner. 

1Jnfortunately, I could not find world age records for distances shorter tpan the standard 
mara •. lon. It would ubviously be of considerable value if such rc.::ords were to be kept as they would 
allow an approp~·iat.: handicapping system to be developed fvr races of distances shorter than the 
marathon. 

An important aJvantage of this type of handica;··i;i: .. ~: system is that it is independent of the 
difficulty of the course or the prevailing environmenta: cor..di~ions because these will be the same for 
all the compctitc;·s. ~fhe first competitor to finish the ;·~c.e ~,.,..;:! be either helped or hindered by the 
environmental cu:1clitions or the course, and the index wii! be automatically corrected for that. 
Hopefully, some :im~ in the future this handicapping index will become a feature of all running 
races. 
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Why Age-Graded Scori11g? 
by Joe 1\lcDaniel 

. Oklahoma Runner Jl,faga:inc 

Ever ask the question, "Who has the best 
performance?" in a road race? 

Your answer might be, "The runner with 
the fastest time." 

That answer would be true if perform
ances were based solely on the time, which 
is in the case of the open and age-bracket 
categories. The first runner across the finish 
line is the winner. 

But what if you are scoring runners for 
prize money within a large age range, such 
as the masters division, which include ages 
40 through 79 in the Tulsa Run. 

Certainly, if top honors go to the first 
runners across the finish iinc, they aimost 
invariably will be in the 40-44 age group, 
excluding all of the older runners from any 
chance of receiving prize money. 

8 TULSA RUN '90 RESULTS 

Which is the be~t performance - a 40-
year-old runner posting a 49:50 or a 65-
ycar-old who is timed in I :02:30? \\'hat 
about a 53-year-old who posts a 55:45, ·or 
even a 79-year-old runner who cove1 s the 
course in 1:16: 12? 

This yc:ar, the Tulsa Run master's division 
was scored using an innovative "best per
formance" method. The World /\ssocintiun 
of Veteran Athletes did a lengthy and coJ:l
prehc:nsive study, which involved the track
ing of times for runners age 35 and over. 
The study took into consideration the aging 
anJ slowing process. 

The result ~vtas a forn1u!a tbilt con\·crt!) a 
runner's actual time to an "open" timl', or, 
in theory, what a runner would have run in 
his/ her prime of 20-34 years old. 

With this formula it was possible to 
determine the best performance among all 
masters finishers r~gardle~s of age. Note 
that Claudia Ciavarella, 40, was the first 
female master to cross the finish line and 
1vas lirst in th¢ 40-44 age group. But, Jane 
Hutchison, 44, had the "b.::st performance." 

This age-graded formula, along with a 
sex-graded c:tlculation, also was used to 
score the tc<un division. The age- and sex
graded system allows team members, 
regardless of sex or age, to contribute. 

In team scoring, male open runners age 
20-34 rr:ccivcd n.) handicap. Males 35 and 
over '.'.'cr~ age-!)radcd. Fem:tl•: open runners 
age 20-34 were seK-graded with a handicap 
of 0.901. The times of females 35 and over 
were oge- and sex-graded. 
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